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LIANE
MORIARTY

says that “No
one writes
twisted,
suspenseful
novels quite
like Sophie

Hannah.”
Packed with
twists and
clues,
simmering
with tension,
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this
electrifying
new thriller
shows why.
She's the
most famous
murder victim
in America.
What if she's
not dead?
Pushed to the
breaking
point, Cara
Burrows ﬂees
her home and
family and
escapes to a
ﬁve-star spa
resort she
can't aﬀord.
Late at night,
exhausted
and
desperate,
she lets
herself into
her hotel room
and is
shocked to
ﬁnd it already
occupied — by
a man and a
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teenage girl. A
simple
mistake at the
front desk...
but soon Cara
realizes that
the girl she
saw alive and
well in the
hotel room is
someone she
can't possibly
have seen:
the most
famous
murder victim
in the country,
Melody Chapa,
whose parents
are serving
natural life
sentences for
her murder.
Cara doesn't
know what to
trust —
everything
she's read and
heard about
the case, or
the evidence
of her own

eyes. Did she
really see
Melody? And
is she
prepared to
ask herself
that question
and answer it
honestly if it
means risking
her own life?
In Search of
a Love Story
Rachel
Schurig
Livie Cleary
faces a new
set of
challenges as
she navigates
freshman year
at Princeton, a
time involving
wild parties
and the
gorgeous
rowing team
captain who is
everything
she doesn't
want in a guy-or so she
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thinks.
Original.
The Lion in the
Living Room
Juliana Stone
Publishing
The Immortal
Life of
Henrietta
Lacks meets
Get Out in this
“startling…po
werful” (Kirkus
Reviews)
investigation
of racial
inequality at
the core of the
heart
transplant
race. In 1968,
Bruce Tucker,
a black man,
went into
Virginia’s top
research
hospital with a
head injury,
only to have
his heart
taken out of
his body and

put into the
chest of a
white
businessman.
Now, in The
Organ
Thieves,
Pulitzer
Prize–nominat
ed journalist
Chip Jones
exposes the
horrifying
inequality
surrounding
Tucker’s death
and how he
was used as a
human guinea
pig without his
family’s
permission or
knowledge.
The
circumstances
surrounding
his death
reﬂect the
long legacy of
mistreating
African
Americans
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that began
more than a
century before
with cadaver
harvesting
and worse. It
culminated in
eﬀorts to win
the heart
transplant
race in the
late 1960s.
Featuring
years of
research and
fresh
reporting,
along with a
foreword from
social justice
activist Ben
Jealous, “this
powerful book
weaves
together a
medical
mystery, a
legal drama,
and a
sweeping
history, its
characters
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confronting
unprecedente
d issues of life
and death
under the
shadows of
centuries of
racial
injustice”
(Edward L.
Ayers, author
of The
Promise of the
New South).
Ten Tiny
Breaths Simon
and Schuster
"Twenty-fouryear-old truck
stop waitress
and single
mother
Catherine
Wright has
simple goals:
to give her
ﬁve-year-old
daughter a
happy life and
to never again
be the talk of
the town in
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Balsam,
Pennsylvania-population
two thousand
outside of
tourist season.
And then one
foggy night,
on a lonely
road back
from another
failed attempt
at a
relationship,
Catherine
saves a man's
life. It isn't
until after the
police have
arrived that
Catherine
realizes
exactly who it
is she has
saved: Brett
Madden,
hockey icon
and media
darling"-Wild At Heart:
A Novel Simon
and Schuster

The “highly
entertaining
and
thoroughly
reprehensible”
#1 New York
Times
bestseller—no
w with sixteen
pages of
photos and a
new
introduction
(The New York
Times). My
name is
Tucker Max,
and I am an
asshole. I get
excessively
drunk at
inappropriate
times,
disregard
social norms,
indulge every
whim, ignore
the
consequences
of my actions,
mock idiots
and posers,
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sleep with
more women
than is safe or
reasonable,
and just
generally act
like a raging
dickhead. But,
I do contribute
to humanity in
one very
important
way: I share
my
adventures
with the
world. --from
the
Introduction
Actual reader
feedback: "I
ﬁnd it truly
appalling that
there are
people in the
world like you.
You are a
disgusting,
vile, repulsive,
repugnant,
foul creature.
Because of

you, I don’t
believe in God
anymore. No
just God
would allow
someone like
you to exist."
"I’ll stay with
God as my
lord, but you
are my savior.
I just ﬁnished
reading your
brilliant
stories, and I
laughed so
hard I almost
vomited. I
want to bring
that kind of
joy to people.
You’re an
artist of the
highest order
and a true
humanitarian
to boot. I'm in
both shock
and awe at
how much I
want to be
you."

5
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Bitter Bitch
Grand Central
Publishing
From the
internationally
bestselling
author of The
Simple Wild
comes the
continuation
of a woman’s
journey to the
Alaskan wild
and a life she
never
imagined for
herself. Calla
Fletcher
returns to
Toronto a
diﬀerent
person,
struggling to
ﬁnd direction
and still very
much in love
with the
rugged bush
pilot she left
behind. So,
when Jonah
arrives on her
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doorstep with
a proposition
she can’t
dismiss, she
takes the leap
and rushes
back to Alaska
to begin their
exciting future
together. But
Calla soon
learns that
even the best
of intentions
don’t always
lead to the
intended
outcomes, and
that
compromise
comes with a
hefty price
tag—and a log
cabin in rural
Alaska that
feels as
isolating as
the Western
tundra. With
Jonah gone
more than
he’s home,

6

one neighbor
who insists on
transforming
her into a true
Alaskan, and
another who
seems more
likely to shoot
her than come
to her aid,
Calla grapples
with forging
her own path.
In a world
where with
roaming
wildlife and
harsh
environmental
challenges,
just stepping
foot outside
her front door
becomes
daunting
some days.
Leaving her to
wonder if
perhaps she is
doomed to
follow in her
mother’s

ﬂeeing
footsteps after
all.
Becoming
Rain Random
House
One night with
the wrong
woman can
change your
life…. Jack
Simon’s road
to the White
House has
been a
smooth one
until a night
with the
notorious
Donovan
James
becomes a
roadblock he
can’t escape.
Suddenly he’s
America’s
number one
story and it
has nothing to
do with
politics. Jack’s
tangled with
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this woman
before and
knows they’re
no good
together
because the
only thing
they're good
for is a four
letter
word…hurt.
He should get
on with his life
and
concentrate
on his job. But
that’s hard to
do when the
one thing
standing in his
way, is the
one thing he
wants the
most…
Donovan
James,
international
singing
sensation, has
made a living
singing songs
about

heartache and
pain, two
things she
grew up on.
But it’s time to
set down
some roots
and the only
man she
wants is a
man she’s all
wrong for. A
man she’s
never stopped
loving—Jack
Simon. They’d
had it all once,
until they
didn’t. And yet
she can’t help
but wonder if
a second shot
together just
might be the
game changer
she needs. Or
if old secrets
can still ruin
the only man
she’s ever
loved…
The Simple
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Wild Juliana
Stone
Publishing
The story of
Flora de
Barral, a
vulnerable
and
abandoned
young girl who
is "like a
beggar,
without a right
to anything
but
compassion."
After her
bankrupt
father is
imprisoned,
she learns the
harsh fact that
a woman in
her position
"has no
resources but
in herself."
Her only
means of
action is to be
what she is.
Flora's long
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struggle to
achieve some
dignity and
happiness
makes her
Conrad's most
moving
female
character.
Teague Jill
Sanders
INTERNATION
AL
BESTSELLER
The
bestselling
author of The
Simple Wild
and Keep Her
Safe and
“master of
steamy
romance”
(Kirkus
Reviews)
delivers a
sizzling novel
about an
ambitious and
high-powered
executive who
reconnects
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with her ﬁrst
love: the boy
who broke her
heart. Life is a
mixed bag for
Piper
Calloway. On
the one hand,
she’s a
twenty-nineyear-old VP at
her dad’s
multibilliondollar real
estate
development
ﬁrm, and
living the high
single life with
her two best
friends in a
swanky
downtown
penthouse. On
the other
hand, she’s
considered a
pair of sexy
legs in a maledominated
world and
constantly has

to prove her
worth. Plus
she’s stuck
seeing her
narcissistic exﬁancé—a
fellow VP—on
the other side
of her glass
oﬃce wall
every day.
Things get
exponentially
more
complicated
for Piper when
she runs into
Kyle
Miller—the
handsome
new security
guard at
Calloway
Group, and
coincidentally
the ﬁrst love
of her life. The
guy she hasn’t
seen or heard
from since
they were
summer camp
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counselors
together. The
guy from the
wrong side of
the tracks.
The guy who
apparently
doesn’t even
remember her
name. Piper
may be a
high-powered
businesswoma
n now, but she
soon realizes
that her
schoolgirl
crush is still
alive and
strong, and
crippling her
concentration.
What’s more,
despite Kyle’s
distant
attitude, she’s
convinced
their reunion
isn’t at all
coincidental,
and that his
feelings for

her still run
deep. And
she’s
determined to
make him
admit to
them, no
matter the
consequences
.
Laptop from
Hell K.A.
Tucker
When all hope
is gone, can
love still ﬁnd a
way? Tucker
Simon has
given up on
love. After a
tragedy, it’s
just not in the
cards for him,
and he wishes
his family
would get oﬀ
his back. He’s
ﬁne—or at
least he
thought he
was–until a
family
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wedding
forces him to
address a few
things, namely
his date, Abby
Mathews.
She’s been
put in the
‘friend’
category,
mostly
because she
deserves so
much more
than what he
can give. But
the more time
that he
spends with
her, Tucker
begins to
think that
maybe there
is a chance for
love after all…
Abby Mathews
has been in
love with
Tucker Simon
since he
walked into
her family’s
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bar nearly a
year ago. But
he’s got
baggage and
heartache a
plenty. His
one-nightstands aren’t
going to
lessen that no
matter what
he thinks.
Tucker needs
a friend, but
Abby wants to
give him
more, and as
they navigate
their way
through a
weekend in
Florida, their
attraction
can’t be
ignored. Abby
has to make a
choice. Does
she cherish
their
friendship and
take what she
can get? Or
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does she go
after what she
really wants,
which is
Tucker’s
heart…
Until It Fades
Juliana Stone
Publishing
Discover the
novel praised
as a “nailbiting thriller”
(Publishers
Weekly), a
“compelling
web” (Kirkus
Reviews),
“tightly
plotted
character
study” (RT
Magazine),
and a “dark,
twisty tale of
lurid secrets,
lavish
lifestyles, and
devastating
loss” (Lisa
Gardner). A
woman who

almost had it
all….On the
surface,
Celine
Gonzalez had
everything a
twenty-eightyear-old in
Manhattan
could want: a
one-bedroom
apartment on
the Lower
East Side, a
job that
(mostly) paid
the bills, and
an acceptance
letter to the
prestigious
Hollingsworth
Institute of
Art, where she
would ﬁnally
live out her
dream of
becoming an
antiques
appraiser for a
major auction
house. All she
had worked so
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hard to
achieve was
ﬁnally within
her reach. So
why would she
kill herself? A
man who was
supposed to
be her
salvation….Ma
ggie Sparkes
arrives in New
York City to
pack up
what’s left of
her best
friend’s
belongings
after a suicide
that has left
everyone
stunned. The
police have
deemed the
evidence
conclusive:
Celine got into
bed, downed a
lethal cocktail
of pills and
vodka, and
never woke

up. But when
Maggie
discovers a
scandalous
photograph in
a lock box
hidden in
Celine’s
apartment,
she begins
asking
questions.
Questions
about the man
Celine fell in
love with. The
man she
never told
anyone about,
not even
Maggie. The
man Celine
believed
would change
her life. Until
he became
her ruin….On
the hunt for
evidence that
will force the
police to
reopen the
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case, Maggie
uncovers
more than she
bargained for
about Celine’s
private
life—and
inadvertently
puts herself
on the radar
of a killer. A
killer who will
stop at
nothing to
keep his
crimes
undiscovered.
Grace Citadel
INSTANT NEW
YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER
From the host
of Tucker
Carlson
Tonight on
Fox News and
the New York
Times
bestselling
author of Ship
of Fools, a
collection of
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nostalgic
writings that
underscore
America’s long
slide from
innocence to
orthodoxy.
Thirty years
ago, Tucker
Carlson got
his ﬁrst job
out of college
fact checking
for a quarterly
magazine, and
he went on to
write for many
other
publications
before
becoming the
primetime Fox
News host he
is today. In
The Long
Slide, Tucker
delivers a few
of his favorite
pieces—annot
ated with new
commentary
and
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insight—to
memorialize
the tolerance
and diversity
of thought
that the media
used to
celebrate
instead of
punish. In
snapshots
spanning the
1990s to
today, he’ll
take you on a
visit to Africa
with Al
Sharpton and
members of
the Nation of
Islam to stop
the civil war in
Liberia in
2003, inside
the (not-so-)
secret armies
of Operation
Iraqi Freedom,
and on the
campaign trail
with Donald
Trump in

2016. In case
you missed it
the ﬁrst time
around, you’ll
also learn
about the
aesthetic
merits of
British
colonialism,
the second
shift at a
baked bean
factory, the
unexpected
charm of
James Carville,
and the
simple beauty
of rural
western
Maine. With
his signature
wit and 20/20
hindsight,
Tucker
investigates in
this patriotic
and
memorable
collection a
question on all
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of our minds:
Has America
really changed
that much in
recent
decades? The
answer is,
unequivocally,
yes.
I Hope They
Serve Beer In
Hell Simon
and Schuster
From the
international
bestselling
author of The
Simple Wild
comes Forever
Wild, a novella
that continues
the story of
Calla’s journey
to the Alaskan
wild and a life
she never
imagined for
herself. The
holiday
season is
upon Calla
and Jonah,

and with the
mistletoe and
gingerbread
comes plenty
of family
drama. Jonah
is bracing
himself for
two weeks
with a
stepfather he
loathes, and
while Calla is
looking
forward to her
mother and
Simon’s
arrival, she
dreads the
continued
pressure to
set a date for
their wedding
… in Toronto.
Add in one
bullheaded
neighbor’s
unintentional
meddling and
another
cantankerous
neighbor’s
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own family
strife, and
Christmas in
Trapper’s
Crossing will
be anything
but simple.
Keep Her Safe
Simon and
Schuster
The inside
story of the
laptop that
exposed the
president’s
dirtiest secret.
When a drugaddled Hunter
Biden
abandoned his
waterlogged
computer at a
Mac repair
shop in
Delaware in
the spring of
2019, just six
days before
his father
announced his
candidacy for
the United
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States
presidency, it
became the
ticking time
bomb in the
shadows of
Joe Biden’s
campaign. The
dirty secrets
contained in
Hunter’s
laptop almost
derailed his
father’s
presidential
campaign and
ignited one of
the greatest
media
coverups in
American
history. This is
the
unvarnished
story of what’s
really inside
the laptop and
what China
knows about
the Bidens, by
the New York
Post journalist
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who brought it
into the open.
It exposes the
coordinated
censorship
operation by
Big Tech, the
media
establishment,
and former
intelligence
operatives to
stiﬂe the New
York Post’s
coverage, in a
chilling
exercise of
raw political
power three
weeks before
the 2020
election. A
treasure trove
of corporate
documents,
emails, text
messages,
photographs,
and voice
recordings,
spanning a
decade, the

laptop
provided the
ﬁrst evidence
that President
Joe Biden was
involved in his
son’s ventures
in China,
Ukraine, and
beyond,
despite his
repeated
denials. This
intimate
insight into
Hunter’s
dissolute
lifestyle shows
he was
incapable of
holding down
a job, let alone
being paid
tens of
millions of
dollars in highpowered
international
business deals
by foreign
interests,
unless he had
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something
else of value
to sell—which
of course he
did. He was
the son of the
vice president
who would go
on to become
the leader of
the free world.
Burying
Water Simon
and Schuster
Maverick
Simon lost his
mojo
somewhere
between the
last ﬁlm he
scored and a
nasty breakup with one of
Hollywood’s
elite. Burnt
out, a
vacation is
just what this
California boy
needs. His
brother’s
empty house

in Maine oﬀers
the perfect
sanctuary. But
plans go awry
when he
meets a
woman who
rocks his
world in more
ways than
one. She’s not
his usual
type—she’s
edgy,
opinionated,
and downright
rude. But
something
about the
prickly Charlie
Samuels
sparks his
interest.
Maverick must
decide if that
something is
exactly what
he needs, or if
the smokin’
hot chemistry
they share is
nothing more
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than a
vacation
ﬂing… Charlie
Samuels had
always
dreamed of
leaving her
small New
England town
for something
bigger. But
that dream
disappeared
the day her
father died,
leaving her to
raise her
younger
brother and
keep the
family
business
aﬂoat. Now a
mechanic,
she’s knee
deep in
grease and oil,
and with a pile
of bills to pay,
has no time
for someone
like Maverick
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Simon—a guy
who’s just
passing
through. She
can’t deny the
tall, brooding,
sexy-as-sin,
Maverick,
causes her
pulse to race,
but she knows
that he’s way
out of her
league. So
why is she
contemplating
an aﬀair?
Especially
when she
knows that
Maverick
Simon could
cost her more
than she’s
willing to give,
namely, her
heart…
Loving
Lauren
Juliana Stone
Publishing
After a terrible

16

car accident
destroys her
life as she
knew it,
twenty-yearold Kacey
escapes to
Florida, where
she
encounters an
irresistible
man
determined to
capture her
wounded
heart. Just
breathe,
Kacey. Ten
tiny breaths.
Seize them.
Feel them.
Love them.
Four years
ago, Kacey
Cleary’s life
imploded
when her car
was hit by a
drunk driver,
killing her
parents,
boyfriend, and

best friend.
Still haunted
by memories
of being
trapped
inside,
listening to
her mother
take her last
breath, Kacey
wants to leave
her past
behind. Armed
with two bus
tickets, Kacey
and her
ﬁfteen-yearold sister,
Livie, escape
Grand Rapids,
Michigan, to
start over in
Miami. They’re
struggling to
make ends
meet at ﬁrst,
but Kacey’s
not worried.
She can
handle
anything—any
thing but her
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mysterious
neighbor in
apartment 1D.
Trent Emerson
has
smoldering
blue eyes and
deep dimples,
and perfectly
skates that
irresistible line
between nice
guy and bad
boy. Hardened
by her tragic
past, Kacey is
determined to
keep
everyone at a
distance, but
their mutual
attraction is
undeniable,
and Trent is
desperate to
ﬁnd a way into
Kacey’s
guarded
heart—even if
it means
revealing an
explosive

secret that
could shatter
both their
worlds.
The Family
Simon Boxed
Set 1-3 Simon
and Schuster
Book 1 of the
Wagered
Hearts Series
by Calista
Kyle. A
Bookworm Lily
Hayward
doesn’t do
parties,
doesn’t like
attention, and
she deﬁnitely
doesn’t date.
This
unassuming
book shop
owner would
rather spend a
night in with a
good book
rather than
hobnob with
the rich and
famous. When
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her best friend
Mel begs her
to attend a
charity gala
with her, Lily
reluctantly
agrees. All she
wants is to get
through the
night without
embarrassing
herself or
snapping
someone’s
head oﬀ.
Unfortunately,
that doesn’t
happen. Lily
causes a bit of
a stir when
she berates
another guest
for spilling his
drink on her.
...and a
Billionaire
Roman Conrad
is rich, bored
and too
handsome for
his own good.
He’s never

18

had a problem
attracting
women. When
he sees Lily at
a charity gala,
she’s already
made a little
name for
herself as an
Ice Princess.
Seeing the
perfect
opportunity to
alleviate his
boredom and
to get one
over an
acquaintance,
he makes a
bet that he
can make Lily
fall in love
with him.
What he never
expected was
that he would
be the one in
danger of
falling in love.
The Betrayal
After a painful
past, Lily is

18

gun-shy when
it come to
love and
trusting her
heart to
anyone. She
suspects
Roman may
be too good to
be true, but
against her
better
judgment, she
can’t help
being drawn
to him
anyway. She
has no idea
about the bet
and Roman
wants to keep
it that way,
but fate has
other plans.
After spending
his whole life
waiting for a
woman like
Lily will one
careless
wager ruin
everything

and tear them
apart?
Wagered
Hearts Series
Book 1: The
Wager Book 2:
The Risk
(Available
Now!) Book 3:
The Game
(Available
Now!)
Merry Me
Simon and
Schuster
Emily
Donovan
doesn’t have a
romantic bone
in her body. At
least, that’s
what her
friends Ryan
and Ashley
keep telling
her. They’re
convinced her
bad luck with
men is directly
related to her
life-long lack
of interest in
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all things
romantic.
When Emily’s
latest
relationship
crashes and
burns, she
decides to go
along with her
friends’ plans
for a romance
research
project. Sure,
the idea that
she’ll have
better luck if
she learns
about the
great
romances of
literature and
ﬁlm seems a
little silly, but
Emily ﬁgures
it can’t hurt. In
no time at all,
Emily ﬁnds
herself buried
under a
mountain of
romance
novels, chick

ﬂicks, and
sappy love
songs, hopeful
that her hard
work will pay
oﬀ with true
love. When
she meets
Greg, Ashley
and Ryan are
convinced
she’s found
prince
charming—aft
er all, he’s
rich,
handsome,
and totally
into Emily.
What more
could she
want? And
why does it
seem that her
friend Elliot
isn’t exactly
happy for her?
Faced with
misunderstan
dings,
miscommunic
ations, and a
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seemingly
endless string
of missteps,
she is
nevertheless
determined to
give true love
a try. In doing
so, Emily will
eventually
ﬁnd that true
romance, the
kind that lasts,
has little to do
with
stereotypes or
clichés, and
everything to
do with
ﬁnding out
what’s in her
own heart.
Mr. Tucket
Juliana Stone
Publishing
WINNER OF
THE PULITZER
PRIZE • NEW
YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER •
The epic,
beloved novel

20

of two boy
geniuses
dreaming up
superheroes
in New York’s
Golden Age of
comics, now
with special
bonus
material by
the
author—soon
to be a
Showtime
limited series
“It's
absolutely
gosh-wow,
supercolossal—sma
rt, funny, and
a continual
pleasure to
read.”—The
Washington
Post Book
World Named
one of the 10
Best Books of
the Decade by
Entertainment
Weekly •

20

Finalist for the
PEN/Faulkner
Award,
National Book
Critics Circle
Award, and
Los Angeles
Times Book
Prize A
“towering,
swashbuckling thrill
of a book”
(Newsweek),
hailed as
Chabon’s
“magnum
opus” (The
New York
Review of
Books), The
Amazing
Adventures of
Kavalier &
Clay is a
triumph of
originality,
imagination,
and
storytelling,
an exuberant,
irresistible

novel that
begins in New
York City in
1939. A young
escape artist
and budding
magician
named Joe
Kavalier
arrives on the
doorstep of
his cousin,
Sammy Clay.
While the long
shadow of
Hitler falls
across Europe,
America is
happily in
thrall to the
Golden Age of
comic books,
and in a
distant corner
of Brooklyn,
Sammy is
looking for a
way to cash in
on the craze.
He ﬁnds the
ideal partner
in the aloof,
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artistically
gifted Joe, and
together they
embark on an
adventure
that takes
them deep
into the heart
of Manhattan,
and the heart
of oldfashioned
American
ambition.
From the
shared fears,
dreams, and
desires of two
teenage boys,
they spin
comic book
tales of the
heroic, fascistﬁghting
Escapist and
the beautiful,
mysterious
Luna Moth,
otherworldly
mistress of
the night.
Climbing from

the streets of
Brooklyn to
the top of the
Empire State
Building, Joe
and Sammy
carve out
lives, and
careers, as
vivid as cyan
and magenta
ink. Spanning
continents
and eras, this
superb book
by one of
America’s
ﬁnest writers
remains one
of the deﬁning
novels of our
modern
American age.
Winner of the
Bay Area Book
Reviewers
Award and the
New York
Society
Library Book
Award
The Wager:
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A Billionaire
Romance
(Wagered
Hearts
Series Book
1) Simon and
Schuster
A New York
Times
bestseller
about how
cats
conquered the
world and our
hearts in this
“deep and
illuminating
perspective on
our favorite
household
companion”
(Huﬃngton
Post). House
cats rule
bedrooms and
back alleys,
deserted
Antarctic
islands, even
cyberspace.
And unlike
dogs, cats

22

oﬀer humans
no practical
beneﬁt. The
truth is they
are sadly
incompetent
mousecatchers and
now pose a
threat to
many
ecosystems.
Yet, we love
them still. In
the
“eminently
readable and
gently funny”
(Library
Journal,
starred
review) The
Lion in the
Living Room,
Abigail Tucker
travels
through world
history,
natural
science, and
pop culture to
meet

22

breeders,
activists, and
scientists
who’ve
dedicated
their lives to
cats. She
visits the labs
where people
sort through
feline bones
unearthed
from the ﬁrst
human
settlements,
treks through
the Floridian
wilderness in
search of
house catsturnedhunters on the
loose, and
hangs out with
Lil Bub, one of
the world’s
biggest
celebrities—w
ho just
happens to be
a cat.
“Fascinating”

(Richmond
TimesDispatch) and
“lighthearted”
(The Seattle
Times), Tucker
shows how
these tiny
felines have
used their
relationship
with humans
to become
one of the
most powerful
animals on the
planet. A
“lively read
that pounces
back and forth
between
evolutionary
science and
popular
culture” (The
Baltimore
Sun), The Lion
in the Living
Room
suggests that
we learn that
the
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appropriate
reaction to a

house cat, it
seems, might
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not be aww
but awe.
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